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INTRODUCTION

Brick walls are attractive and durable when designed correctly and built with appropriate materials in a technically competent way.

This guidance note is aimed at all those in the delivery chain to help them achieve long lasting results when considering external works such as freestanding garden and retaining walls and chimneys which should always be considered as very severely exposed to frost attack regardless of geographic location.

Whilst consideration of geographical exposure is important when designing the walls of buildings (e.g. see the rainfall and frost exposure maps in the NHBC technical manual) it is recommended that all external works be classified as severely exposed to the risk of frost attack and be designed and built accordingly.

Paving applications are not covered in this note as BS EN 771-1 bricks are not intended for these uses. Clay pavers to EN 1344 are available.

This BDA guidance has been produced to bring together information issued in separate documents in the past with members’ recent experience. There is some evidence to suggest changing climatic conditions over the last few winters i.e. wetter spells preceding severe overnight temperature falls, and this note takes account of this.

The UK is divided into zones where long term studies have shown likely levels of rainfall. This exposure map is important when designing structures and what considerations should be made on choice of materials.

Much of Scotland, Wales and South West England down to Cornwall will be affected by more severe weather conditions than the rest of Britain, and the following guide is aimed at ensuring brickwork remains pristine and durable by using the correct materials and appropriate design.

The map illustrated gives a general view of areas of exposure to wind driven rain. Local knowledge and terrain may prove areas on the map marked as moderate or sheltered are in fact subject to severe conditions where design and detailing of structures should reflect a protective approach.

It is strongly recommended that the Brick Manufacturer is consulted at the design stage for the applications covered by this guidance.

This map is an extract from Thermal Insulation: Avoiding risks' and is reproduced with kind permission of BRE. The full report can be purchased at www.brebookshop.com
MORTAR

Mortar goes hand in hand with brick and is an extremely important part of the specification.

Mortars generally used in the walls of buildings, e.g. 1:1:6 cement/lime/sand or 1:6 plus plasticizer, when used in exposed detailing, such as chimneys, cills, plinths, boundary walling and below DPC, on exposed sites are at risk of suffering frost attack.

Once mortar deteriorates it will compromise the rest of the brickwork.

Incorrect batching and mixing could ruin brickwork so extreme care must be taken when mixing on site.

The table below shows the constituents of the recognised designations when detailing severely exposed brickwork:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation (i) / mortar strength M12</th>
<th>Designation (ii) / mortar strength M6</th>
<th>Designation (iii) / Mortar strength M4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 part cement</td>
<td>1 part cement</td>
<td>1 part cement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¼ part lime</td>
<td>½ part lime</td>
<td>1 part lime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 parts sand</td>
<td>4 ½ parts sand</td>
<td>6 parts sand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please take the following points into consideration when specifying mortar, which is as exposed as the bricks they surround:

- Use the mortar designations indicated on the drawings.
- Fully fill all bed and perpend joints and lay frogged bricks with frog uppermost.
- Joint profile must be bucket handle or weather-struck; both well compressed and smoothed.
- Recessed joints are not recommended in any application subjected to severe weather exposure.
- Use sulfate resisting cement when ground conditions dictate or where the risk of salt spray is present.
- Incorrect batching and mixing could ruin brickwork so extreme care must be taken when mixing on site.
MOVEMENT JOINTS

- In boundary walling movement joints must be provided at a maximum of 6m centres with a maximum 3m from a corner or change of direction. Where there is a short return (less than 675mm) a joint should be provided in the return.
- Joints must commence at concrete foundation level and continue through the coping/capping courses.
- A 10mm joint width will normally be sufficient. Use ties fitted with de-bonding sleeves to span the joint and maintain stability.

Fillers and sealants

- Filler material should be compressible by easy pressure between finger and thumb and should recoil back to its original thickness when released. Cellular polyethylene and cellular polyurethane are ideal.
- Impregnated fibre boards should not be used with clay brick as they do not compress easily and will restrict expansion.
- The filler material should be installed as the brickwork is built, keeping it back from the face of brickwork by 10mm to allow for a 10 x 10mm recess for the sealant.
- The sealant should be a polysulfide or low modulus silicone.

Plan of Recommended Movement Joint Locations in Freestanding and Retaining Walls
SIMPLE FREESTANDING WALLS

Clay Bricks

- All clay bricks, from concrete footings upwards, should be type F2, S2 (frost resistant, low soluble salts) or engineering A or B.
- Wall width must be a minimum 215mm, half brick thick walls are not suitable.
- Brick on edge cappings do not offer as much protection to the wall below as projecting copings but can be satisfactory where they are built using dense F2,S2 units such as engineering bricks in a designation (i) mortar and are provided with a fully sandwiched DPC or double tile creasing below.
- Water must not be allowed to pool on brick on edge applications.
- A minimum of the first 2 visible courses above ground level should be built using engineering bricks as these help inhibit rising damp and offer excellent splash zone performance.
- Copings in clay masonry must be type F2 S2 (frost resistant, low soluble salts or engineering. Copings are also available in stone, reconstituted stone and concrete.

Damp Proofing

Water will migrate through jointed material (the mortar joints between the coping and capping units) regardless of whether they are manufactured from clay, concrete or stone.

Creasing tiles are not always an effective DPC therefore the passage of rainwater must be halted by the incorporation of damp proof material.

- At low level use a minimum of 2 courses (150mm) of engineering bricks of F2 durability in mortar designation (i) or M12 to resist rising damp.
- At the head of the wall, always use a flexible damp proof membrane beneath coping and capping courses which must be at least the width of the wall, be sandwiched within the mortar ideally projecting 5mm and have the ability to adhere to the mortar. Use a high-bond bitumen polymer type DPC.
- Polyethylene DPC’s should be avoided as they do not bond with the mortar leaving the coping or capping susceptible to displacement.
- Provide gravel drainage strips at ground level where possible and always ensure that any adjacent paving slopes away from the wall.
- The application of waterproof coatings, paint or other agents on the face is not recommended as they are likely to interfere with the breathability of the brickwork (waterproof layers behind retaining walls are required - see retaining walls section).
SIMPLe FREESTANDINg WALLS

Copings
If not properly constructed, water will ingress the brickwork structure via the mortar joints in this course compromising the long-term durability of the wall beneath. Projecting copings (min 40mm projections to throw water clear of the brickwork below) with a drip groove (throating) are strongly preferable to flush cappings.

Clay brick copings must always be dense, preferably smooth F2, S2 (frost resistant, low soluble salts), or engineers with an overhang and drip groove for the ability to shed water.

Copings are also available in stone, reconstituted stone and concrete and their manufacturers advice should be sought.

Creasing Tiles
If not using an overhanging coping, a minimum of 2 staggered courses of creasing tiles should be incorporated under the capping unit, ensuring an overhang of at least 40mm each side to direct water away from the wall. As the material is jointed a flexible high-bond DPC should be placed between or beneath the tiles to prevent moisture tracking through the mortar joints.

Copings to Pillars
One piece units are recommended to shed the water and should incorporate an overhang and a drip groove (throating).

Summary of Do’s and Don’t s when constructing freestanding walls

Do’s
- Select appropriate bricks and make the wall at least 215mm wide.
- Copings are better than cappings.
- Use a high-bond DPC below the capping/coping and sandwich the DPC in mortar.
- Incorporate an engineering brick DPC at the base.
- Use the correct mortar mix.
- Use bucket handle or weather struck mortar jointing.
- Design for and build-in movement joints.
- Slope paving away from the wall.
- Provide gravel drainage strips where possible.

Don’t s
- Use recessed mortar jointing.
- Use coatings or waterproofing agents.
- Build higher than 1m without involving a structural engineer.
SIMPLE RETAINING WALLS

This guide deals with walls where differing ground levels and loadings are minimal. Where level differences are substantial or other buildings will be close by, professional guidance should be obtained from a Structural Engineer or the local Building Control Officer.

Height and Thickness

- A minimum wall thickness should be 215mm of bonded construction or two separate brick skins tied together (see reinforcement). This will suffice in most cases where the ground level difference does not exceed one metre and where ground and water pressures are minimal.

Clay Bricks
SIMPLE RETAINING WALLS

Incorrect Application

Brick on edge capping
No DPC included
Same brick type used throughout with weak mortar
No weepholes
Paving/tarmacadam directing rainfall towards brickwork

Poorly draining backfill material
No waterproof membrane or liquid applied coating applied to the rear face of brickwork
No drainage to allow pressure of water accumulating behind the wall to be released

✗
SIMPLE RETAINING WALLS

Damp Proof Courses and Waterproofing

- For greater stability use a minimum of 2 courses (150mm) DPC grade 1 or 2 or engineering bricks at ground level.
- Always use a DPC beneath coping courses which must be at least the width of the wall, be sandwiched within the mortar and have the ability to adhere to it (high-bond).
- For continued durability the faces of retaining brickwork in contact with all retained material must be protected with a minimum of 2 coats of proprietary liquid waterproofer or self-adhesive membrane. The layer should then be protected by boards and a layer of free-draining gravel.
- Walls should project sufficiently above ground level to allow waterproofing to be effective and earth should not bear down directly onto the coping course.

Drainage

Ground water can exert considerable pressure and saturate the brickwork. Water accumulating behind retaining walls and exerting pressure, must be released. A gravel trench and 38 or 50mm plastic pipes through the wall will normally suffice.

*Note: Leaving open perpend joints to release collected water can lead to localised wall saturation, with resultant staining and potentially an effect on durability.*

Movement Joints

Movement joints must be provided as previously outlined. To increase stability at the movement joint position, piers can be built at either side.

Copings

- Clay brick copings must always be F2, S2 (frost resistant low soluble salts) or engineering, with an overhang and drip groove for the ability to shed water.
- Concrete or stone are also available materials.

Reinforcement – bed joint type

- Where the wall is constructed of two separate brick skins in stretcher bond, they will require tying together.
- Stainless steel bed-joint reinforcement every third course will achieve this and greatly enhance the strength.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary of Do’ s and Don’t s when constructing earth-retaining walls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do’ s</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Select appropriate bricks and make the wall at least 215mm wide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Use a high-bond DPC below the capping/coping and sandwich the DPC in mortar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Waterproof the retaining side.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Use the correct mortar mix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Design and build-in movement joints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Use bucket handle or weather struck mortar jointing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Allow water to drain away from the retaining side via weep holes/pipes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Slope paving away from the wall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Provide gravel drainage strips where possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Don’t s</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Use recessed mortar jointing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Rely on “free-draining” fill materials – provide positive drainage measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Forget to protect waterproofing from damage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Build higher than one metre without involving a Structural Engineer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION

Because chimney stacks are normally exposed on all four faces and the top, they may be more liable to saturation and frost attack than other parts of the building, especially where an effective coping has not been provided at the terminal.

Horizontal surfaces can become saturated or nearly saturated and are readily frozen by night frosts which are common in all parts of the UK. Extra care should be given to the choice of masonry if the building is to be located in conditions of severe or very severe exposure.

Bricks used in the stack
- Select bricks of F2 (frost resistant) and S2 (low active soluble salt content) or engineering for durability.
- Consider projecting details and the likelihood of water pooling on projecting brickwork ledges.

Mortar
- Use a designation (i) or M12 for exposed detailing. The exception to this recommendation would apply to ‘stock’ bricks for which designation (ii) or M6 should be used.
- Consider sulfate resistant cement where “real fires” are involved.
- Fully fill all bed and perpend joints and lay frogged bricks with frog uppermost.

- Joint profiles must be bucket handle or weather-struck; both well compressed and smoothed.
- Using mortar of insufficient strength will compromise the overall durability of the chimney. Such mortar will over time become very soft and organic growth can take hold and exacerbate the problem if an insufficient amount of cement is used.
- Recessed joints are not recommended in any application subjected to severe weather exposure.

Copings/Cappings
- Chimney terminals must be provided with an overhanging coping.
- Drip edges should be positioned a minimum 40mm from the face of the wall.
- Brick on edge or brick on bed cappings are not recommended nor mortar flaunching which will deteriorate rapidly in severe exposure areas.
- Copings and terminal units must be provided with a continuous DPC.
**Summary of Do’s and Don'ts when constructing chimneys**

**Do’s**
- Use a one piece overhanging coping unit with a DPC and drip groove.
- Use the correct mortar mix.
- Use bucket handle mortar jointing.
- Check with manufacturer on suitable brick products for the stack.

**Don'ts**
- Use recessed mortar jointing.
- Use mortar flaunching to cap the chimney.
- Use brick on edge cappings.
Window Cills

- Consider using concrete or stone units or proprietary brick specials with an overhang and drip groove.
- Brick on edge is not recommended but if specified select only engineering or specific brick units as advised by the manufacturer.
- Set in a class (i) or M12 mortar with a tooled bucket handle joint finish.
Bricks to EN 771-1 are not intended to be used as step risers or treads. Proprietary paving units for this application must be incorporated.

- Flank walls supporting steps must be designed carefully to avoid continued saturation of the brickwork. Any retained material must be separated from the brickwork by waterproof tanking with engineering bricks at the base and a DPC material under the step unit and above the brickwork.
STEP FLANK WALLS

Summary of Do’s and Don’ts when constructing step-flank walls and steps

Do’s
- Place a high-bond DPC on flank brickwork below the step and sandwich the DPC in mortar.
- Use the correct mortar mix.
- Use bucket handle mortar jointing.
- Use proprietary paving units.

Don’ts
- Use recessed mortar jointing.
- Use coatings or waterproofing agents other than where indicated.
- Use standard bricks as treads or risers.

The BDA accepts no responsibility for any mis-communication of construction details for your built project, this information must be confirmed by a qualified and competent designer as suitable for the purpose intended before any works are undertaken.